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Material and Methods

We developed a model of lower jaw based on scans of dry mandible. No visible bone loss was present
and all teeth except third molars were present. The imaging was obtained by Cone Beam Computed
Tomography-CBCT (the jaw), and Micro Computed Tomography-Micro CT (each tooth separately). All
the scans were stored in the standard DICOM format for the further analysis. For each tooth, we

Background
For any computational analysis to be carried out on human jaws there is a need for detailed 
model with all anatomical and morphological characteristics of the real jaws.

The aim
The aim was to develop Finite Element Models of lower jaw which could be used for further the scans were stored in the standard DICOM format for the further analysis. For each tooth, we

considered its enamel, dentin, pulp chamber, root cement and periodontal ligament (PDL). For the bone
we considered trabecular bone and cortical bone. Mimics software version 10
(Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) was used for the reconstruction of the FE models from the CBCT scans.
In order to optimize the quality of the triangle meshes for the further FEA, we used the REMESH
module attached to Mimics software. At last, by using Geomagic Studio 10 software (Geomagic
GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany) we assembled the extracted parts into the models. A PDL as the 200 µm-
thick shell was additionally generated. For every part of the model, defined with a single STL file, a 3D
volume discretization was carried out using TetGen meshing software (Hang
Si, WIAS, Berlin, Germany). At this stage, a high-quality four-nodal tetrahedral elements (TET4) mesh

The aim was to develop Finite Element Models of lower jaw which could be used for further
analyses in prosthodonthics and perio-related research.

Si, WIAS, Berlin, Germany). At this stage, a high-quality four-nodal tetrahedral elements (TET4) mesh
was. After splitting the tetrahedral elements into eight-nodal hexahedral the values of the Young's
moduli and the Poisson’s ratios for dental tissues, PDL, cortical and trabecular bone were taken from
the literature.

Constrains
The mandible was constrained indirectly by creating simplified models of the temporomandibular joints
(TMJ), each consisting of a block of temporal bone and a compliant material representing the TMJ
cartilage. The block was constrained in all directions. Thus, overconstraining was avoided. The thirdcartilage. The block was constrained in all directions. Thus, overconstraining was avoided. The third
point of constraining was the biting point.
The orientations of the muscle force vectors were determined by connecting the areas of origin and
insertion of each muscle portion with straight lines after virtually attaching the mandible to a cranium of
appropriate size and morphology . The muscle force magnitude was taken from the literature.

We created 3 models:
1. Model with all teeth present
2. Model without canines and incisives but reconstructed with methlo-ceramic fixed dentures2. Model without canines and incisives but reconstructed with methlo-ceramic fixed dentures
3. Model the same as model 2 but with vertical bone lose around remained teeth

Results

In this study the FEA model was builted according to the latest reccomendations. It included instuctions from 
a varaety of novel articles.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first model which included all parts of hard tissues of Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first model which included all parts of hard tissues of 
bone and teeth as well as simplified TMJ and also includes modeled fixed dental prothesis. 

Concludion

This approach can be used for many diferent studies on teeth and jaws.
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